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Some personal background

A B. Ed. fro U. of Alberta, but with considerable
concentration in mathematics and statistics
Princeton, 1964-1966, Ph. D. in quantitative psychology
(multidimensional scaling)
Statistics in a social science context:

Experimental design
multivariate statistics
Models for testing data, the item characteristic curve

Functional parameter topics
estimated data transformations
foundations of measurement (sabbatical leave in
Cambridge)



The French Connection

Sabbatical in Grenoble in 1980-1981
The l’Lanalyse de Donnee movement (Tukey again)
Functional analytic approach to multivariate statistics
And the growing literature on splines









The Concept (Kimeldorf and Wahba, 1970)

n∑
j=0

n∑
k=0

[x(tj)− yj ]bjk [x(tk )− yk ] +

∫ ∞
−∞

(Lx)2 dt

where
L =

∑
j = 0maj(−Dj)



Functional Analysis Catch-up Time

Early work on functional data analysis in France
Getting up to up to speed at the Institut Fourier









The Green’s Function Connection (Initial value
version)

Lx = f

implies that

x(t) = x0(t) +
∫ t

0
G(w : t)(Lf )(w)dw

where
Lx0 = 0

Consequently,

K (s, t) =
∫ s∧t

0
G(w : s)G(w : t)dw



Some generalizations of the concept

No need for coefficients aj to be constant
No need for the initial value formulation
No need for L to be linear
No need for L to be free of unknown parameters
Sobolev spaces
The concept of a distribution (Laurent Schwartz)



Early days in functional data analysis

But we started 40 years out of date: Grenander
(1950,1981)
Parzen and the transition from time series to functional
data analysis
Representation of functions: smoothing splines all the way
Human growth, weather and biomechanics
Ramsay and Dalzell (1991)
Working with Bernard Silverman









The Concept Again (Ramsay, Hooker, Campbell, Cao,
2007)

For data in Y and
x(t) = Cφ(t)

plus differential equation system

Dx = f(x)

the measure of fit is

‖Y− CΦ‖2 + λ‖CDΦ− f(CΦ)‖2

where
L =

∑
j = 0maj(−Dj)





A simple example

The cranial impact data simulate the effect of a blow to the
head arising from, for example, a motorcycle accident.
Five blows to the skull of a cadaver were administered and
the acceleration of the brain tissue recorded.





A simple example

The shape of the response resembles that of a second
order linear system to a point impulse.
The data were augmented by a forcing function u
consisting of short positive pulse.
The three parameters in vector θ in the following equation
define L and must be estimated from the data, as well as
the solution function x .
The basis for representing x contains multiple knots at the
beginning and end of the pulse in order to allow for the
discontinuity of u.
The coefficients of the expansion are defined as smooth
functions ck (θ) of the parameters in θ.

D2x = −β0x − β1Dx + αu






